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In two modern metropolises, Tokyo and

Tokyo. All chapters are presented in German and

Berlin, the culture and politics of theater produc‐

Japanese, but the author notes that they are not

tion

sweeping

designed to be read as literal translations of one

changes and experienced a golden age between

another but rather as comparable treatments of

the 1870s and the 1930s. Soichiro Itoda’s engag‐

the same subject.

and

consumption

underwent

ingly written and beautifully designed book,
Berlin and Tokyo: Theater and Capital City
(Berurin to Tokyo - Gekijo to Toshi; Berlin und
Tokyo: Theater und Hauptstadt) is a bilingual ac‐
count of the theatrical and urban developments
in the two capitals in those years. Presenting us
with two collocated images, one depicting theater‐
goers in Tokyo’s theater district, the other display‐
ing the crowded interior of a summer theater in
Berlin, and both operating with a similarly strictly
observed vanishing point but with vastly diver‐
gent color schemes, the book cover visually an‐
nounces what Itoda describes as his conceptual
approach of contrastive comparativeness. Repli‐
cating this method of contrastive cross-compar‐
isons, the main chapters alternate between sub‐
chapters dedicated to the various historical stages
and thematic foci with regard to Berlin and

Describing the overall cityscapes in the midto late 1800s, the first chapter sets the stage for
more “dramatic” chapters that chart various his‐
torical developments, such as the dominance of
certain dynastic theater families (the Cerf family
in Berlin and the Nakamura, Ichimura, and Mori‐
ta in Tokyo), the increasing operating freedom
and commercialization of the theaters, the explo‐
sive expansion of audiences, and finally the de‐
cline of the commercial theater. The book consists
of seven chapters. Chapter 1 considers the histori‐
cal city borders and concentric rings (the city wall
and city gates in the case of Berlin; the canals,
trading posts, and religious temples in the case of
Tokyo) as well as the strictly regulated court and
dynastic theater licensing system as it existed in
the mid-nineteenth century. Chapter 2 addresses
the emergence of much greater freedoms for the
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theater in both cities in the 1870s in the larger

of seats as well as air quality and air circulation

context of the general increase in free enterprise

became important topics in both German and Ja‐

in both newly formed nation-states. Chapter 3 dis‐

panese theater discussion and legislation. The

cusses the theater with respect to modern urban

Lessing-Theater in Berlin and the Kabukiza The‐

planning and fire safety. Bearing very similar ti‐

ater in Tokyo were built according to new specifi‐

tles, chapters 4 and 5 thematize the migration and

cation with an eye to delivering high-quality the‐

multiplication of theater venues as moderniza‐

ater performances to large metropolitan audi‐

tion, urbanization, and metropolitan expansion

ences. In addition, numerous new commercial

set in. Chapter 6 considers the arrival of movie

neighborhood theaters sprang up and were fre‐

theaters in their function as rivals of, but also

quently forced into a series of relocations and re‐

agents of symbiosis with, speech theaters. Chapter

structurings, in the rapidly emerging and dynami‐

7 investigates the boom years and fall of commer‐

cally changing outskirt neighborhoods with their

cial theaters in both cities, placing particular em‐

large new working-class populations.

phasis on theater director Max Reinhardt’s inno‐

After surveying a range of infrastructural

vative and economically sagacious activities in

givens and developments (jurisdictional changes,

Berlin and reactions to them in Tokyo.

emergence of large-scale public transportation,

Illustrations interspersed throughout each

increased population density and mobility, and

chapter, such as historical paintings and post‐

improvements in fire safety that contributed to

cards, legal documents, floor plans, seating charts,

the changes in theater organization and produc‐

tables, and maps give a vivid sense of the location,

tion), Itoda outlines the rise of limited partner‐

architecture, duration, and specific environments

ships and joint ventures in the theater systems of

of the various theater venues. Included are also

both cities. Each short subchapter offers a suc‐

detailed diagrams that list and chart the officially

cinct overview written in a sophisticated, yet ac‐

recognized theaters that existed in both cities in

cessible style. The short individual entries, bear‐

any given year between 1850 and 1935, showing

ing such concrete titles as “Reactions to Max Rein‐

that in 1885 and in 1935 both cities coincided in

hardt in Tokyo’s theater world,” “Mori Ogai’s con‐

possessing the same number of theaters, whereas

siderations regarding the demands for theater re‐

in other years these numbers varied considerably,

form,” “The development of the railway system in

with Tokyo’s graph less volatile and more steady

Berlin and Tokyo,” or “Commercial theater at the

than that of Berlin, even in spite of the earth‐

abyss,” allow for quick orientation and focused

quake that devastated Tokyo in 1923. Analyzing

reading, making the book also a suitable refer‐

the demand for and supply of new kinds of the‐

ence work. With these short individual entries

aters as direct results of the rapid population

that, though well contextualized and cross-refer‐

growth in the two cities, Itoda’s account docu‐

enced, can be read as stand-alone entries, the

ments close connections between urbanization

study will serve as an excellent textbook as well.

and theater reform. Due to a series of horrific

It is regrettable, however, that no general index is

fires in the large new theater venues, the initial

provided and the bibliographical references are

deregulation and commercialization of the the‐

all kept in the form of footnotes with no compre‐

aters in the 1870s were followed by the imple‐

hensive bibliography at the end of the book.

mentation of strict new regulations regarding fire

While the lucidly written, short chapters read

safety and hygienic standards for the larger the‐

well, their shortness sometimes leads to only a

aters that could now seat eight hundred people

brief mention of a particular development, leav‐

and more. Iron curtains and emergency exits for

ing one curious about further implications and

fire safety were installed and the measurements

ramifications of the facts presented. For example,
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discussing public transportation in Tokyo, Itoda

toires, even though these are not the main em‐

mentions that some of its specifications were

phases of his book.

based on the city train system in Berlin, but does

Particularly illuminating is the wide range of

not go into detail.

personal and official eyewitness reports Itoda

In several chapters, fewer pages are devoted

brought together, often quoting verbatim pas‐

to the situation in Tokyo and the inclusion there

sages. Recording the new developments in the city

of comparative material would have been wel‐

at large and in theater culture, some of the chron‐

come, for example, on the question whether un‐

iclers consisted of local residents, private citizens,

employment in Tokyo had a similar effect on the

satirists, and guidebook writers, while others

theater as it did in Berlin. But as the author notes

were visitors from Japan to Berlin or from Ger‐

in his conclusion, fewer historical records are

many to Tokyo. A strong sense of modernization-

routinely kept in Tokyo’s governmental offices, a

induced exhilaration is palpable in both sets of

remarkable fact that has become a comparative

residents and the visitors who comprised mem‐

research subject in its own right for Itoda, who

bers of state and trade delegations; theater peo‐

has embarked on a scholarly investigation of di‐

ple; cultural observers from Europe commenting

verging archiving cultures. Consequently, Itoda

on theater practices in Tokyo; and Japanese pro‐

used different types of sources for his chapters on

fessors, business people, or literati sojourning in

Berlin and those on Tokyo. The Berlin chapters

Berlin and famously including author and physi‐

draw overwhelmingly on original archival mate‐

cian, Mori Ogai. These fascinating glimpses into

rials (gathered in archives in Berlin and Postdam),

the history of the relationship and interaction be‐

while the chapters on Tokyo rely on various cul‐

tween the two metropolises demonstrate that

tural histories of Tokyo, primarily published in

modernization and theater experimentation away

the 1980s and including studies by Terunobu Fuji‐

from traditional forms were results of and propel‐

moru, Susumu Kurosawa, Yoshihiro Kurata, Hide‐

lants for increasing internationalization. In his

nobu Jinnai, and Tahashi Moriya. In addition to

sourcebook Twentieth Century Theater, Richard

historical sources, Itoda consulted recent histories

Drain posits that “for European Theater the

of Berlin theater by Wolfgang Jansen, Rudolf

[twentieth] century began with the discovery of

Lorenzen, and Ruth Freydank, and of early film

the Japanese.”[1] This discovery, according to

by Michael Hanisch. A dialogue with more gener‐

Drain, marked the arrival of the theater in an age

al recent cultural urban histories, such as Peter

of global dialogue. Itoda surveys some of the more

Fritzsche’s Reading Berlin 1900 (1996) would have

troubling aspects of cultural transfer as they pre‐

been interesting, considering that in Fritzsche’s

sented themselves in the enthusiastic reception by

study, Berliners are cast as spectators, while the

Western audiences of the grossly misinforming in‐

city is conceived of in terms of a spectacle. It

ternational “Japanese Village” exhibit, a mixture

would be informative to learn how such concep‐

of trade show and circus performance, in the

tualizations might intersect with Itoda’s portray‐

1880s. Itoda’s seventh chapter ends with the sadly

als and whether contemporary theater plots fo‐

prophetic report of a Japanese theater business‐

cused on the modern city, in other words,

man, Toyokichi Hata, who had spent the entire

whether at the theater Berlin reflected on and

decade of the 1920s in Berlin and returned in

represented itself as a stage setting or character.

1933 to a depressing, anti-Semitic theater scene,

Similar questions could be asked of modernist

which had been deprived of its former liveliness

Tokyo. However, Itoda does include some good

and diversity and of such former stars as Rein‐

overviews of the contemporary theater reper‐

hardt.
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Itoda’s approach of contrastive comparison

ison, which lays bare that similar developments

succeeds in throwing into sharp relief the intri‐

in the two urban settings and theater cultures oc‐

cate fabric of sometimes strikingly similar and

casioned quite different reactions and countercur‐

sometimes curiously divergent theater phenome‐

rents; and the method of investigation into mutu‐

na and political, social, and infrastructural control

al perceptions and reciprocal influences, which by

mechanisms in each culture at particular points

analyzing eyewitness reports contribute to a his‐

in time. For instance, with the arrival of ever

torical account of cultural transfer. Including a

more forms of mass entertainment, increasingly

whole host of original charts and tables, beautiful‐

varied kinds of permits and licensures were

ly reproduced illustrations, and archival textual

drawn up in Berlin, with the result that initially

materials, this multidisciplinary book will make

only institutions with serious artistic credentials

indispensable reading for cultural comparatists,

could gain permission to call themselves “the‐

theater scholars, urban and architectural histori‐

aters.” In Tokyo, by contrast, all types of perfor‐

ans, and students of the Meiji, Taishô, Wilhelmine,

mance, whether film screenings, circus acts, the‐

and Weimar periods. An exemplary local historic

ater productions, or variety shows, fell under the

as well as cross-cultural study, it will furthermore

same rules and regulations. Yet, as Itoda notes,

serve as a model for others who venture into writ‐

cultural attitudes in Tokyo did not line up with

ing metropolis-specific, comparative theater histo‐

these legal realities: self-respecting stage actors

ries for the late nineteenth and early twentieth

found it initially beneath themselves to act in

centuries. One would hope that the translational,

films for an unruly, indecorous audience. None‐

transnational format of this remarkable bilingual

theless, the overall acceptance of film in Japan oc‐

study will inspire translations into English and

curred in a smoother manner than elsewhere,

other languages in the near future to gain it an

which Itoda attributes to the long-standing Japa‐

even larger international readership, which it

nese artistic tradition of kage’e, the practice of

richly deserves.

projecting moving shadow pictures against large

Note

screens made of Japanese rice paper. Itoda also

[1]. Richard Drain, Twentieth-Century The‐

mentions the relatively strong role of the declaim‐

ater: A Sourcebook (New York: Routledge, 1995),

ing narrators in both traditional and early film

291.

performances in Japanese performing media.
Rensageki, a genre that mixed spoken theatrical
performance with film projection, was very popu‐
lar between 1905 and 1934 (when the talkies
made their debut). However, in Berlin the situa‐
tion changed drastically in the 1920s due to the
unemployment of actors. Now cinemas gained
permission to double as speech theaters, and “live
theater” was defined much more liberally, encom‐
passing any “story that had a point” represented
by humans on a stage. Erwin Piscator’s shows,
moreover, successfully combined film projection
with live theater.
In summary, Itoda employs two main meth‐
ods of juxtaposition, each of which yields note‐
worthy results: the method of contrastive compar‐
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://networks.h-net.org/h-urban
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